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In this talk I will explore the structure and interpretation of da ‘give’ and pune ‘put’ supine causatives 
in Romanian. Causative meanings in Romanian can be conveyed by structures like (1) and (2) where 
the verbs da ‘give’ and pune ‘put’, are followed by the supine (a participial form with a 
particle/preposition). 

(1) E toamnă. Mi-au dat de scris. (Romanian poet Bacovia) 
Is fall. (They) gave me to write 

(2) M-au pus la curățat. 
 (They) put me to clean 

I show that the two constructions have different properties in terms of syntax and semantics. More 
particularly, only the pune ‘put’ construction forces actuality entailment. 

(3) a. Mi-au dat de scris dar nu am scris. 
    They gave me to write but I didn’t write 
b. *M-au pus la curățat dar nu am curățat 
     They put me to clean but I didn’t clean 

 

I will connect this with differences in terms of syntax (biclausal vs. monoclausal construction) and in 
terms of semantics (temporal vs. spatial). Da ‘give’ comes with a biclausal structure (shown by 
extraction facts and double adverbials). Besides, its semantics is forward-oriented and connected with 
choice. Pune ‘put’ comes with monoclausal structure (the lower domain is a PP), and entails that 
someone is put in an abstract location where, if nothing changes, the event is going to take place (no 
choice allowed), hence the actuality entailment. 
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